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l.l This ~;ection is intended to provide REA borrowers, consulting engineers, contractors, and 

other intere::;ted parties with technical information for use in the design and construction 

of lfr:A borrowers' telephone systems. It relates in particular to the considerations involved in 

the layout and recO!lllllended arrangements of plastic-sheathed plastic-insulated aerial and buried 

cuLle. In general, the practices are also applicable to buried wire and aerial multipair dis

tribution wire. 

1.2 The: info:rmation is for use in preparing telephone s;ystem specifications, maps, and cable 

plant circuit schematics for projects using plastic cable facilities. 'l'be material herein 

supplements TE & CM 205 1 "Preparation of an Area coverase Design," and '!!: & CM 2101 "Telephone 

System Design Criteria, Engineering Time Periods." REA 'l'E & CM 629, "Cable Plant Layout," pre

~ents technical information and recommendations concerning the use and arrangement ot lead cable 

facilities. 

1.3 ~~e ~verage size of paired cables has significantly increased due to subscriber growth and 

upgrading. Concurrent greater central office equi:pment capability, supplemented by elec

tronic devicen where necessary, permits the widespread use of fine gauge cables.· BUried facili

ties have largely eliminated costly pole line construction. 'l'be resul.t is a reduced "circuit 

mile" cont. Loop plant facilities can be sized and located judici0116ly without severe cost 

penalties • Under apprapHate conditions "dedicated" circuit facilities are feasible and will 

provide operational advantages. 

1.4 In recent years, cable plant layouts have been influenced by the use of "even count" 

plastic-insulated conductor (PIC) cables. 'l'his type ot cable contains no extra pairs (all 

guaranteed); and permits a number system such as 1-25, 101-150, 201-3001 etc., in which all cable 

pairs are included. Pairs are identified by color-coded insulation according to a pattern that 

is standuM throughout the industry. Randcm or deviation test splicing ·for minimizing electrical 

unOO.lances is not ordinarily needed. Splicing is facilitated by unsealed "re3Ciy-access" ter.ninals 

which can Le placed on aerial plant where needed. Any pair in the entire cross section of the 

cable is accessible. Cable pairF.I can also be made tully available in buried plant terminal 

housings • Upgt"ading of subscriber service has also been helpful. One- and two-party services 

are more flexible than four- or eight-party and help to improve plant efficiency. 'l'bese devel

opnents have led to flexibility never before attainable. The need tor a ccmplicated multipling 

and -overlapping arrangement with repeated appearances of the same cable pairs in a number of 

terminals has been largely eliminated. 

2. DEFINITIONS 

2.1 Working pairs are pairs in subscriber or trunk service or wbicb provide special circuits. 

The terms spare pair and dead p!ir used herein bave ditterent mean~ngs. A spare· pair is a 

pair designed and made available for service in terminals in a prescribed arrangement suitable 
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tor future need.a. A dead p1r ia a feeder cable pair vbich ia DOt .,11ee4 thi'OIIIh to the MDI' DOr 
fl"aal a 418tributioa branch cable to a Ieeder cable. lor ...,1e, t,\ 8a7 refer to a pair cut de&li 
in a cable beyond the laat aubacr1ber tor tranmaeioa S.,Zou tat or a pair cnat 41a4 to avoid 
increaatna the ai&e ot a feeder cable. A dead Jl.lr 11 thenton a 11111811:tecl Jl.lr electrically 
disconnected traD the central atfice. . 

2.2 'l'be vord tenainal uaed be rein 111:Cl1111lea ~ceaa III:ClOArea tor aerial cable and temiaal. 
houainaa tor buried plant. 

2.3 Cable till expreaaea in percezrt.ce tb4t ratio at the D11aber at paira actuall7 in uae {pro
vidina service) at a given tille in a cable to the total 11\llber ·or paira contained in the 

cabJe. · · 

2.4 Maximum cable fill expreaaea in percentage the ratio at paira in service to total pairs in 
a cable which may be aatel7 and econaa1call7 uaed vitbout aerioua interference vitb the 

quality of service· In REA criteria, the tive-Jear dea1gn fill ia the eatabl1abed obJective. It 
1s leas than 100 percent because ot cable pairs vhicb are unavailable at apecitic locattcna due 
to standard cable 81ze or arransement, pairs reserved tor atation tluctuationa, possible inopera
t 1 ve conductors • and any pairs provided for maintenance or tor forecast variation 8IIIODg IIJII811 
subscriber groups. Recaumendat1ons for the DUIIIber of apare circuits to include are given in REA 
'l'E & CM 210. 

2.5 In cable design the te1111 multipli!lf has been uaed to indicate the repeated appearance of 
the slillle cable pairs at more than one location. It waa more broadly applied to any arranse

ment of cable pair termination even thoucb no actual repetition occurred. Thus, in the procedure 
of ansigning cable pair counts to cablea or te1111inala, these cables or tenainala vere said to 
"multiple" euch other. The group· of pairs in any cable or tenainal waa generall7 called the 
multiple, although the tenn pair count (san&ti.mes abbreviated to merely count) is perhaps prefer
able. This nemenc lature fonnerly referred particularly to paper-insulated cable which used stub 
type or other l!.Jnited aize sealed terminals. 

2.6 A newer tenn now in general use for plastic-insulated cable facilities associated with tbe 
ready-access type tenninal enclosure (or housinsa tor buried plant) is known as h£!!!_ ~· 

2 .61 The heme count is the ensineerins application and grOilpins of apec1tied cable pair& tor 
efficient utilization of the cable capacity and to provide tor grovtb, rearransem.ent, and 

maximum quality of service to the subscribers. 

2-.62 The heme count identities selected pair caaplementa on a preplanned basis to serve specific 
locations either alon& a cable l'Oilte or near ita end. fJ.'be concept requires the enstneer 

to set forth zones of usaae or service areas for the varioua cable ccaplementa. Although the heme 
count is specified, it need not be caapletel7 teminated. 

2.7 Feeder cable is a length of a particular aize cable tacilit7 vbicb (a) aervea no subscribers 
alongits path, (b) has no bridge taps, "(c) baa no junctiooa, and (4) bas onl7 those tei1111-

nals or pedtBlals required for essential spltcins such as thoee for reel enda or. loadins require
ments. A f,·.,J.er cable is intended to provide service to subscribers be)'Oild its tar end by asso
ciation •dth di:;tributlon cables connected to its tenainattns point, or it may fUnction as a 
through trunk. In large systems feeder cables may diverge into two or more ''branch" feeders. 

2 .e D! L;tributton cables indicate cables on which distribution te:nainals or pedestals are 
instalie,flilld along which subscribers receive service frcll. these cables. Balle "distribu

tion'' cabl.es muy actually havP scme feeder as well as distribution pairs in tbe aame sheath. 

::1· PRELIMINAkY CONSIDt:RATIONS 

3.1 'l'he 1 reJ..IH"tltion of a cable plant layout includes veritytns aDd cbeckins contol111&nce to the 
arcu coverage design (ACD) as to cable routes and sizes and selection of t~e facilities 

based on trt~.numission and signalling limits (aupervisioo, r1ngins, and dialins) for subscriber 
circuits ahd trunks ascertaini!lf requirements for load coila, lOD& line adapters, repeaters, and 
other devices. The various l~quirementa are treated in detail in other REA 1E & CM sections, 
REA Fo1111 511, and in equipnent apecificaticna • 

3.2 The cable layout for the SJ'Btem. plana aDd apec1ticatiooa bepna vith ACD mapa (corrected to 
indicate.the current location of subscribers and their anticipated grades of service) 

revised according to latest subscriber signup int0l'll&t1oli. !beae mapa llhoul.d be made suitable 
for the use of staking crews--tbe7 will Show al1 subscribers to be aerved and all cable and line 
facilities as planned in the ACD. 'l'be plant ia then ataked' and cable plant circuit schematics, 
as staked, are prepared. The acbemat1ca aDd the "aa staked IJ"Bte. maps becaae part of the Plans 
and Spec 1ficat1oos. (The preliminaey cable deaign prepared tor an .ACD may require aaae modifica
tion during the staking ot tbe plant.) 
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4. CABlE GAUGE 

4.1 Cable gauge selection should adhere to the area coverage design criteria. Fine gauge cables 
should be used to the tullest extent practicable. Wben cc:abinations ~ two gauges auch as 

24 and 22 gauge are used in subscriber loops, the finer of the gauges 1n such cc:abtnations will be 
placed at the central office end of the cable layout. Tbe location ~ the cbaDge or gauge will 
w.ry depending on the overall circuit length and the most econc:aical matching arrangement ot 
standard cables to meet the service requirements. 

4.2 REA 'l'E & CM 4241 "Design of Two-Wire Subscriber Loop Plant," sets forth the various loop 
resistance limits and detailed transmission requirements for subscriber circuits. Mix

tures ~ gauges and types ~ facilities, temperature ·effects on aerial plant1 some types of 
inductive loading, and multiparty arrangements tend to reduce transmission limits. Transmission 
is better tor buried plant because .it is not, subjected to la~ variations in circuit resistance 
due to vide changes in temperature. 

4.3 The use of 19-gauge facilities should be confined to the smallest sizes due to the cost 
differential that is imposed. Existing facilities are often composed of coarse gauge 

cables, and the layout of new cables should take advantage of' this existing transmission cap
ability. 'Existing open wire circuits maybe used at the ends of loops if noise characteristics 
and maintenance costs are satisfactory. 

4.4 All loops in cable over 18 kilofeet require load coils; however, transmission on loaded 
cable places certain limitations on cable plant arrangement. Load points must be located 

according to a particular pattern. (Se•! TE & CM Section 424.) 

5 • CABlE SIZE SELECTION AND IA YOU'l" PRINCIPlES 

5-01 The cable sizes in the la30ut should conform to the area coverage design. REA TE & CM 210 
sets forth recamnended standard sizing procedures for cable facilities for the five-year 

design period. 'The $elected cable sizes (based on the number of pairs designated for subscriber 
circuits plus a recommended number of spares) should be as indicated. 

5.011 The proper number of' spare pairs for each standard sizes of cable and wire is an important 
factor in sizing facilities in the cable layout. It is intended that cable plant provide 

a suitable number of spare pairs (including those that can be provided without making it necessary 
to increase the size of the feeder cable) between the distribution cable and the MDF. Distribu
tion cable pairs that are not spliced into the feeder (as two l.S-pair distribution cables converg
in~ into a 25-pair fet::der) will be made dead (capped) at the Junction point. 

5.012 No ~ pair in one branch cable ordinarily should be bridged to a spare in another 
branch cable although the engineer may find it advantageous to bridge pairs actually 

assigned to multiparty subscribers. 

5.02 In base rate areas where all one-party or one- and two-party services are offered, special 
attention should be given to the proper provision ~ spare cable pairs to fulfill the need 

for flexibility in the more concentrated subscriber distribution pattern. (See REA TE & CM 210, 
paragraph 3.) 

5.03 Station movement which takes place whether or not overall increase in subscriber numbers 
is realized may also be a contributing factor in requiring spare pairs, particularly in 

base rate areas or other specific localities. Resort areas or places such as construction sites 
or trailer parks may evidence such sUbscriber fluctuation characteristics. Relocations of exist
ing subscribers from one vicinity to another may release pairs at the old locations and require 
pairs at the new locations. Some of the movement will tend to cancel as a subscriber may move in 
wL<: re another has vacated. 

5 04 The prob~~oble error in sizing small distribution cables ia considerably greater than that 
for large feeder cables. For this reason the extra pairs in distribution· cables should be 

proportionately larger. Extra pairs in distribution cables reduce the average utilization of the 
distribution cables, but a degree of flexibility is provided which (1) gives an adequate margin 
for unexpected circuit requirements in the terminating cables which are relatively costly to rein
force and (2) improves feeder cable usage and efficiency. Thus, the sanewbat higher cost for 
incremental larger size of distribution cable facilities is partially compensated by the increased 
efficiency of the feeders to which they connect. 

5·05 Bridging of the cable pair terminations at the central office MDF is a means of furnishing 
and maintaining the specific grades of multiparty subscriber service requested. In 

exchange plant design, bridging of lines at cutover and subsequent operating rearrangement& can be 
performed satisfactorily at th~ central office if' kept within prescribed limits. Although more 
initial circuitry may be required by this plan as compared to the five-year forecast by subscribers 
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and grades of service, substantial operating e'conQnies can be realized. If cable pairs to the 

individual establ1shlllents are available, party line, associations can be manipulated as desired. 

'1'he disadvantages of using additional cable and possible bridge-tap isolators lllUst be weighed 

aaainat tbe ability to upgrade or disconnect subscriber service from the central office and the 

aclY&.Dta&ea. of maintainins proper tills on party linea. 'l'tlere will be a definite savtna in ce& 

line equipaent, but the cost of bringing outside plant circuits all the way into the co tor 

bridging will rapidly becane too high for loops beyond the no%111&1 base rate area. Procedures tor 

bridging cable pairs and tnmSIIIission limit.ations are described in more detail in REA 'J.'E & CM 1!24. 

5.o6 Factors Affecting Diminishing Points in Cable Sizes. 

5 .o61 'l'he nomal layout of a cable route frCIII a central office requires the division of the 

route into a number of distinct s~ctions as the cable sizes get smaller. '!'he. number ot 

sections and location of the reduction (diminishing size} points will depend upon the expected 

locations and pattern of distribution of the subscribers. 

5.062 Where possible, the service areas should.be chosen so that the locations for reducing 

cable sizes will be at junctions of branch cables. This will avoid extra splicing which 

may cost more than extending a larger size cable for a short distance. 

5 .CJ63 Constn.tc"tion considerations may require sane adjustment in cable lengths and sizes. A run 

of a particular size cable can often be varied in length to some extent to eliminate 

splices, provide mure flexibility, and take advantage of the economy of using standard reel 

lengths of c~:.ble. Short ler.gths are us_ually more expensive due to increased splicing costs. Use 

of two or more central office entrance cables will eliminate the need for a short piece of large· 

cable instead of combining them into. one entrance cable. A cable plan should make as much use 

as possiblt of standard reel lengths of 2,000 feet or more. The minimum length for changing small 

cable ~izes on a lead should not be less than 1,000 feet. 

5.07 Distribution cables are relatively small {usually less than 50 pairs}, and may be quite 

long in low density areas. A single cable with a feeder and a distribution cemplement may 

initially serve several ultimate distribution areas. In such cases the service areas may be 

designed for subsequent "division" to provide adequate distribution facilities for growth in eaqh 

area for a first five-year period. "Division" can be accanplished by a second "relief'" cable 

picktng up the distant elld of the original cable it parallels and reinforces. ''Feeder" pairs then 

become available for "distribution" use in t.he original cable. Many rural cables, especially long 

n.tral lt::ads of small size, are as much feeder type as they are distribution cables. 

5.08 In the usual case where a cable must serve subscribers along its route as well as connect 

to cable extensions serving additional subscribers, two cables might be considered in the 

original design. One might be an existing cable with a new one to be added. A wider selection 

of size and gauge canbinations is made possible with two cables over what can be provided using 

one standard size cable. The number of pairs in a dual cable plan can be made closer to the 

actual requirement. It is not advantageous to be forced to 1?rov1de extra pairs in portions or the 

cable layout that are not needed to meet the subsc;riber forecast but are due to limitations in 

sizes of standard cables. Two cables also penn it closer adherence to tranSIIIission objectives. 

Unnecessary use of coarse gauge facilities in a standard size singl~ cable provides hig~er trans

mission levels than are needed or warranted for the substantial extra cost involved. 

5 .09 It may be preferable in a two-cable plan for one of the cables to be a feeder cable as 

defined in paragraph 2.8. This cable would not be brQUght into terminals aloog its route 

except at the loading point intervals and at reel splices. This would permit the use of smaller 

size terminal housings in buried plant for the intermediate subscriber services, and would save 

cable by not having to loop the feeder cable in and out of the various inte~iate service ter

minals. It "llould also reduce the number of exposures of unsheathed cable pairs. 

5.091 A loaded feeder cable needs to be brought into only tour terminals in the 18-kilofoot 

distance fran the central office. In an average subscriber distribution, i:t; is l~kely 

that there would be a total of 18 or more terminal housings. 'l'he length of cable saved should 

amount to 500 to 1,000 feet. These savings are on the basis that the parallel d1_strlbut1on cable 

is not subjected to loading as it would need to be 1f it extended more than 18 kilofeet. Addi

tional savings in cable are possible if buried cable splices are U$ed. With buried splices on 

one -party systems 1 there will be no appearances in the feeder sections of the cable. Appearances 

will canmence in the service or "bane count" area. · 

5.092 Disadvantages of the dual arrangement are (1) two separate cables lllBY not be as econOIII-

icsl as one, (2} different location of most of the load points must be established for 

the feeder cable, and ( 3) access for maintenance is d1minished and locatins trouble spots may be 

saaewbat more difficult without terminal appearances at the several convenient locations. If two 

similar cables are placed in close proximity along a route, a suitable means sheuld be provided 

to sUbsequently identify either of them to preclUde later problema in fault location or service 

connections. 
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5·093 It ia poaaible to utilize a CQIIPOIIite cable for the t'eeder cable placias the ccaductora 
in the aae sheath aa the distribution tacilltiea if lcaclias proved to be neceaR17 011 

both cable cc..,lementa. t'hia ll1sht otter an advantap in annual -intenance. 

5-0931 Cc-.poeite cables vtth tvo pupa ot' coaductor Ullller'one aheatb are available in certain 
sizes and pattema. 'fbe7 •Y ot't'er advantapa in certain deaip situations. Vet7 abort 

lengths or unusual caabinationa ot' cc-.poaitea Bhoul4 not be used as lq delivery periods and 
excessive costa vill likely result. 

5.10 In situations where ript-ot-vay ia available and particularly where tbe h1gbvay rtsbt-
ot'-vay iB Vide, the 8118ineer Bhoul4 atq the poaaible a4Yantaps and ecOilally Of' placing 

separate cables alone both a idea ot' the roadway to p1'9'114e service to eatabliabatenta on e1 tber 
aide to redUce expensive road croaainga. Such croasiasa usually require apecial trenchias or 
pipe puahias. It Bhoul4 not be overlookc tbat the 118thod •Y double the problema ot relocation 
caused by road videnins operation& which ot'ten at't'ect both sides ot' the road. It also means tvo 
separate leads to maintain whenever any type ot' excavatias ia done by other than telephone 
ccapany personnel. It •Y also cc-.plicate the choice ot' location t'or a future reint'orcias facU
i ty it' one should be required. 

6. CABlE PAIR ACCESSIBILITY 

6.01 Service assigmaents should be detendned t'raa a review of the exlatias and five-year 
circuit requirements. The allocation of distribution cable cc-.plements should correspond 

to subscriber locations and be divided in cont'OZ'III&Dce vith natural boundaries. The heme count 
for each distribution section should inc-lude as IIIUl7 pairs as necessary subJect to the con
straints that are discussed below. 

6.011 It is no longer necessary to give careful consideration to exact terminal locations. 
The teminala that are required for subscriber service needs can be apecit'ically located 

at the time of staking. 

6.02 Hane counts grouping the pair counts ot the distribution cables shou14 be reasonably flex-
ible to minimize early changes. The total pairs in the distribution facilities will often 

exceed those in the feeder. It 1s preferable to assign clear pair counts until the feeder is 
allocated. It is not desirable to overlap the count of the individual distribution facilities 
with its preceding cable. 

6.021 Pair counta of the distribution facilities which •Y b4! affected by reint'orcing cables 
may be multipled according to a contemplated reinforcing pattem. Allocation ot counts 

within distribution cables should be designated with eventual t'eeder reinforcement coneidered. 
Planning tor reint'orcement is increasingly important tor buried plant. In grovtb aituationa it 
becanea necessary to increase the distribution capability. Feeder cable sizing does not usually 
include the entire distribution pair counts. The points ot relief' f'or t'uture feeder cables 
should be established in the design before the assisnment ot oounta. i'he cable sections can be 
manipulated so that minimum rearrangement will be required for future reinforcement unless the 
actual growth pattern is extremely different traa the ACS prediction. 

6.03 In selecting and assigning bane counts to specific distribution sectors the engineer· 
will find it necessary in moat cases to make certain restrictions conceming tlie paira 

that require loading or other special devices, that m1ght have special service requirements, or 
are intended for a specific purpose at another location. Bxaaplea are (1) pairs that should not 
be selected for subscriber service between lcac1 coil points because of the tranaaission impair
ment and (2) bridge taps that should be kept within specified limitati~· 

6.031 The approximate location ot' load coil points should be detemined, as this will have an 
effect on the availability of pairs to serve apecit'ic establisbments. Spare pairs 

allocated to specific distribution areas should not be loaded initially. If carrier channels 
are later added, it will not be necessary to remove the load coila. 

6.032 Toll, EAS, and sane types of special service circuits require exclusive use ot' cable 
pairs. It is essent1a1 that such circuits be properly treated in .tbe 1:&70\l't• 

6.033 Design consideration is now given to buried splices, buried lcacliDS points, aDd buried 
distribution points. When these are used, there will be a mintaMa DUIIIber ot above

ground appearance in the buried plant cable laJO!lt. Where accessibility is essential, distribu
tion points should be kept aboveground. 
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6.~ Bve17 pair in a cable pasains tbrousb a ready-access enclorture or tentnal houains 1a 

potentially available at that point tor Ml'Vice CCDDeetioa, but l'aDdCIIII aasi&aDaut or pairs 

1D tbeee teminals is obJectionable. BalllllCIIII uatcaaenta cu cliao:raanise the cable pair srou.pa 

&114 ~licate tbe search tor a cleairecl pair due to cuttios the color-codod sroup b1114er tbreada • 

...... •••t.aaaent also •kea it li01'e duticu1t to iclentU)< aDd locate aYa1lable pain aDd_,. 

re.paa.re teatins to aacertain the group and count sequence or circuits tor future 'Deeds •. C.ble 

l'eou«a ebauld be established tor the proper aeaisJaent or the tac1l1tiea. 

6.~1 Read,--acceas encloaurea or teninal houaiass servios a particu1ar clueter or establish-

mente should be aaaiped a bale count within one 25-pair group. lt 1a intended that all 

aaslfpaente. for these particular establislwllents nonall7 eboul4 be restricted to pairs in this 

count. l'or exaaple, 1D a 100-pa!r cable havios a count or l to 100, pain 76 to 100 ceo be 

aaalped as the hCIIIIB count for a series or temlnals al.Qna a specific s\:lbacriber service area and 

a dlt'terent count aesf.&ned to "nother aeries of t.eminale servins•a secODd area. Oil a 50-pair 

cable vith 25 feeder pairs :.-ire l-25) the h.aae count for distribution pain can be 26 to 35, 36 
to 50, or aillilar consecutive pair crunts. 

6.05 'l'he conttauration ~ plastic-insulated cables reca~~~~end.ed in REA specifications PE-22 and 

PE-23 for "Fully Color-coded, Pol~thylene-Inaulated, Pol~thylene..Jacketed Telephone 

Cables," makes it most suitable tor low count grou.pa ot pairs (units) to be assigned nearest the 

central portion ot cables of 50 pairs or larger sizes. 'l'beae. pairs are more clitficult to bring 

out for service temination than pairs in the outer layers of the cable. 'l'berefore, the home 

counts for enclosures on cables of 50 pairs and larger preferablf should not include the low 

count pairs until the outer groups are aasifned• (See Figure 1.) Illportant considerations asso

ciated with the assignment of counts are (1} to maintain i~ividual pair color iclentlfication 

wherever possible--color code continuity 1s maintained in d!el end splices so that each cable 

pair 1s identifiable within the sheath, (2) tc assign the low counts at the extremity--pair Ro. 1 

1e blue and white under blue and white 91nder--the initial low counts should first be assigned to 

the trunk complement if any, (j) to avoid aSS1Sn1ng counts on a random basis between binder 

groups in the seme cable, and (4) to avoid split (11011-eonsecutivel,--numbered) counts. 

6.o6 In a cable ·extending from the MDF, the pairs are numbered from 1 up to the maximulll number 

ot pairs in the cable which JDAY be 100, 200, etc. !n a cable plant layout where a large 

cable is to be spliced to a smaller cable at the diminishing point and this smal.ler cable in turn · 

diminishes, the lowest numbered pairs at the main fl"8111e should be carried straight through to the 

longest cable. Such a situation might consist of a 200-pair cabie at thii central office dimin

ishing progres5ively to 100-pair, then to 50-pair, and so on down to a 6-pair facility. This 

will keep the color of pairs unifom from end to end tor the six pairs. Cable pain or branch 

cables should also be spliced color to color wherever practical •. However, splicias color to 

color cannot always be maintained in one- to eighteen-pair facilities such as prevail in ~y 

REA rural systems. The blue-white pair in the ~~~~&ller facility should be coonected to the lowest 

number available in its connecting cable. 

6.07 Distribution cable pairs preferably should be spliced to cunsecutivel;y-DUIIIbered pairs in 

the feeder cable. li'or example, .PAirs in a 25-pair distribution cable should be sp11ced 

to pairs consecutively numbered in a 200-pair feeder cable. It should seldom be necessar;y to 

splice distribution cable to a apl1t or non-consecutive count iu a feeder cable. 

6.o8 The complete count in a particular section of a cCIIIIbination (feeder-distribution) c~ble 

wwld normally not be included in the home count. Ordinarily, feeder pairs 'in such cables 

would not be available tor subscriber aaatanment. 

6.09 The home count specified by the ensineer should, be such tbat aasigtlleat ot subscribers can 

be made without further concern tor br1clge tapa or load coila. Bone or little overlappiJlS 

ot pair counts in successive terminals is necessary where one-party service is involved. 

6.091 The home counts assigned to a group of ready-access encloa• res and teminal housings 

should be such that where subscribers for multiparty aervi.e are scattered, sufficient 

pairs will appear in enough enclosures to pe:r:mit ready association ot parties to particular cir

cuits keeping in mind the bridge tap limitations which may be controlling. Examples of rural 

distribution cable layouts with haae counts shown for the various numbers of enclosures are 

included in the figures attached. Where party line associations are prevalent, the enclosures or 

housings should provide flexibility in pair assignments by having the same pairs appear in several 

enclosures. New station installations in this type layout seldom should require transfers of 

other existing stations tram one pair to another. 

6.092 Assignment of cable pairs may be affected by aerial open wire plant to which the cable 

pairs are connected. High tills on party linea can be attainable due to the aerial wire 

being accessible at all points tor termination. Aerial wire also pe:r:mita much lonser end sec

tions. Usually, however, the localities where this type of plant is in use are slow growing 

with low subscriber density. If proper subscriber assignments are nat made initially, the result 

will be a loss in cable plant operating efficienc,- (low operational fill that will not be likely 

to be alleviated by increases in the number of statians). 
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6.10 Sufficient aba.re-sround appearances tor dietributioo points sboW.d be provided on buried 
cable and buried wire for the expected growth to aYOid bavins to dis out the cable or wire 

and install temina1 houainss at a later date. !rel'llinal houaings are no1'118llJ' required al.oas the 
rou.te at the tollCJIIiDS locations: (a) at Junctions with lateral cable rune and ppesible fUture 
runs; (b) at aerial inserts 1t it is necesaaey to splice .the cable; (c) at cable inductive load• 
iDS points; (d) at points where bridse tap isolators (Bn) are necesaaey; (e) at locat101l8 within
reasonable service distance to all potential subscribers; (t} at points where YOice trequencJ' 
repeater, carrier repeater, or carrier temillal apparatus are to be located; (s) at an,. addi
tional points alons cable routes to insure that the distance between appearances does not exceed 
5,000 teet; and (h) at cable size d1minishins points tor splicing. AdditiCDal tel'llinal houai1J8a 
are not required for buildins-out capacitors because theJ' can~ placed in the same houatnsa as 
the load coila. It is expected that load point tel'!linal housinss will be specified to include 
roaa tor B'l'I and build ins-out capacitors {BOC). As direct burial splice cases are beccaiDS avail
able 1 the;,- III&J' be used at many of the above locations. 

6.11 Tbe requt.~ement tor ready-access enclosures or terminal housinss for subscriber connections 
' is determined by the number and location of subs.cribers to be served. In manJ' instances, 

the econaay of establishins additional terminal locations as ccapared to parallelins the cable 
with drop wire or buried wire for short distances must ,be determined. The decision to place or 
cait an enclosure or terminal housins should be based primarily on the ccaparative costs (or 
annual charges) for the extra terminal versus the incremental lensth of service wire to the 
nearest available terminal. Up to 350 feet of one-Plir paralleling aerial drop wire can be 
placed about as economically as a ready-access enclosure. When tree conditions are bad, the use 
of drop wire in pole-to-pole spans should be restricted. Up to 600 feet of buried wire may be 
justified instead of placins a BD 2 t~ terminal housing. Factors such as plowiDS and trenching 
conditions and availability of equipment to do this work may be important. Other types of termi
nals might increase or decrease this limiting distance. The installation of a terminal or buried 
splice is preferable unless plac tng the service wire parallel to the distribution cable results 
in a definite saviug. 

6.12 Those pairs that are to be "working" pairs and the spare pairs provided in a branch cable 
should be spliced to available feeder cable pairs. Any additional distribution cable 

pairs are "dead" palrs and should be capped appropriately but not grounded. Generall;,- nonworltins 
pairs will be kept spliced from distribution into feeder cable circuits. 

6.13 Plastic-insulated aerial cable is comparable to open wire and "multipair distribution 
wire" as to flexibility because a ready-access enclosure can be added where and when 

needed to provide ~ervice to new subscribers. 

6.14 All subscriber circuit assignments should be entered on the appropriate facility record 
sheet. 

6.15 ~be cable schematic or map should indicate all new and retained cable by route, sections, 
sizes, and types. The number and the assignment of the counts of the pairs should be 

shown. Pair cuunt assignment should be determined for both existing and proposed counts for 
existing cable. Assigned pairs, spare and extra pairs, and pairs to be C\lt dead should be noted. 

6.151 All loading coil locations, type of loading, number of load coils, BTI's, and count of 
the pairs to be loaded should be indicated. 

6.152 All carrier repeater and terminal locations and the count of pairs to be used for carrier 
frequency circuits should be indicated. 

6.153 Suitable notes should denote cable throw, halt taps, split counts, tie cables, rearranse
ment of existing cables, and any other ~ta pertinent to the layout. 

1· "DEDICATED" CABLE PlANT 

7.1 The need for a rigid number of repeated appearances of individual cable pairs and prede-
termined connections of' certain cable pairs has been greatly reduced with the advent of 

plastic cable facilities and less party.-line subscriber service requirements •. These circum
stances plus the lack of pair availability and costly operating aspects of multipled cable plant 
has led to the introduction by some telephone companies of "dedicated" cable plant desisn. Dedi
cated plant developed as a result of the technological advances in cable and terminals in recent 
years and the changing pattern in .subscriber demands for service. The trend toward 1-party and 
graded service is reducing the need for multipled plant. 

7.2 In the design of dedicated plant, a cable pair is connected from the central office to each 
residential and small business location as demand develops. Once connected, the cable pair 

remains permanently connected. It is "dedicated" to that location. Party-line subscribers are 
bridged, and the proper number of subscribers per line maintained at the main frame usins bridge 
tap isolators. 

1 
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7.21 In the dedicatP.d plant concept, distribution cables having installation costa high in 

relation to their materials coat, due. to the IMll number Of pairs they contain, are 

abed to include all foreseeable requirements. Feeder cables are ·sized to be large enough tor 
a 8\11 table tillle period vbich is dependent on the rate Of subscriber growth and cable gause 

requil'8lllellta. Part Of the feeder cable pairs are preallocated to specit'ic distribution require

.-ts at the tllle ot the f'eeder cable installation with no IIUltipUng. The balance Of the pairs 

are 11ept available as spares in the feeder cable and aastped as the need arises. · 

7 ·3 'l'he prilllaey obJectives of dedicated plant are to reduce annual' operating expenses and to 

increase plant efficiency by aillplitying assigmaent procedures; minimising plant rearrange

menta such as transfers ot cable pairs, central ott'ice Jumpers,. and station drop vires; and 

reducing the time required and tbe coat of disconnecting aDd recoonectibg service· since thts can 

be dcne at the central ot'tice. If the subscriber set is lett in place on disconnect, a new sub

st:riber •Y be given service without a visit to the locatton. Service installations can also be 

made more rap1dly. Requirements for post cutover circuit rearrangement and reassignment are 

reduced~ Reliability of service is tmproved due to less handling of outside plant facilities. 

'l'here is less need for extensive revision and correction of plant records. 

7 ·31 Loop transmission will be improved due to the eventual eltminatioo of bridge tap multiples 

and substantially all long end sections. Transmission criteria are met when the original 

assignment of the cable pair is made. With a cable pair dedicated to each establishment, tuture 

assignment of pairs for subscriber service does not require special engineering in connection 

with transmission levels, loading, bridge taps, or othei' parame.ters. 

7.4 In order for dedicated plant to be economically feasible in any given area, the savings in 

operating expense obviously must clearly exceed the annual charges on any additional ini

tial investment required. This tends to restrict application of dedicated plant to medium and 

high density areas. Subscriber growth rates and the ratio of served to unserved establishments 

(saturation) are also important considerations. Because of the relatively low subscriber den

sity, party line .developnent, and long subscriber loops that characterize the operating areas of 

some REA borrowers, the use of dedicated plant will be too costly as a general practice, although 

it may be suitable for use in base rate areas or small one-party exchange areas. Even under 

favorable circumstances, dedication of Ute longer loops is not economically feasible because (1) 

a significant number of extra cable pairs may be involved and (2) if two-party bridging is 

expected to be accomplished at the main frame of the central office, it will require separate 

pairs to ea~h station with no common portion. 

8. CABLE REINFORCEMENT PRACTICBS 

8.1 The service requirement-. of new subscribers'and the upgrading of service for existing sub-

scribers will inevitably fill many cables to capacity. This creates a need for reinforce

ment of the affected facilities at some particular ttme. A decision must be !DBde as to when and 

how the most. economical expansion can be provid.ed. The best approach for ascertaining the opti

mum method for reinforcing is to develop several alternate aethods and anal~e the labor and 

materials cost to obtain the btssin for the engineering selection. 

8.2 Maximt:m usage must be made of the latest materials and techniques in designing plant for 

reinforcement purposen. Using acceptable new products and techniques results in economies 

and flexibility not attainable a few years ago. Central office equipnent is more versatile and 

has increased signaling limits. New types of self-regulating solid state carrier and repeaters 

are being perfected. Transmission criteria have been updated to reflect g.--eater range3 and 

capability or modern apparatus. Techniques have been established to etf~ctively share ·special 

equipment that must be provided for long loop operation. 

8.3 It is important to avoid frequent reinforcing. .A¥ing extra capacity to meet unpredicted 

growth must u:Ju~>lly be done on a piecemeal basts and becomes unnecessaril)· expensive. To 

avoid this in the ird :..ial desigH, the cables must be properly sized according to the ACS sub

scriber indications and the rate of growth that is forecast. 

8.4 If unusually rapid growth in an area is forecast by the ACS, most all of which is potential 

and dependent on the construction of new dwellings, it is advisable not to overs •.ze the 

the initial cables. Planned reinforcement of cables larger tban 100 pair may be more economical 

than providing a single large cable initially in the design. Reinforcement may be contemplated 

by means of a second cable to be extended from the central office to a carefully selected point 

along the initial cable. The reinforcing tuture cable will not need to have terminations enroute 

except at reel-end splices and loading coil locations. If the expected growth fails to materi

alize or is delayed, a substantial investment in idle pairs in the initial cable may be deferred 

or perhaps avoided entirely. 
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8.41 Carrier or line concentrator reinf'orcement may also be made a planned part of' tbe origiD&l 
design for meeting selected portions of the future subscriber growth. Tbe extent of' the 

f'ixed physical plant can be reduced. Subsequent carrier additions can be matched to the growth 
requirements. The cost of this equi).lllent. can be deterred or saved it the growth does not develop 
as expected. 

8.5 Methods to consider tor cable relief are: 

(a) Older types of existing cables maybe replaced by nev ones--usually larger. 

(b) Existing cables may be paralleled by a nev facility--aerial or buried as suitable. Due to 
improved construction methods, direct buried cable costs often compare favorably with aerial 
facilities even where pole lines exist. 

(c) New feeder cables may be placed along the same or alternate routes to effect "division" of 
the service requirements. 

(d) New types of subscriber carrier equipment are also economical and flexible as relief meas
ures for many expansion situations. See REA TE & CM 911, "Station Carrier," and REA 
TE & CM 905, "Cable Carrier Systems and Carrier Frequency Transmission through Cable." 
Line conc~ntrators may also be useful and economical for such applications. See REA 
IT & CM 31,0, "Use cf I.ine Conct>nt.rators." 

8.6 The majority of outside plant of REA borrowers' :cystems is still aerial although the pro-
portion of buried facilities aa& be~n steadily increasing since 1960. The continued utili

zation of serviceable exlstir~ aer~al cable t~r subscriber service on long loops may make it 
practical to re11;force ty burying a supplemental feeder cable. This will reduce the length of 
the new cable requirements, and often will allow tne use of finer gauges than if the entire rein
forcement were buried. 

8.7 Buried facilities may be rtiut'orced using the same or different routings. Earlier place-
ment of buried plunt was often near the ditches adjoining highways. In such situations, 

reinforcing leads can be added on private right-of-way at a safe plowing distance from the 
original facUlty. Another way of supplementiog buried plant is to use the same right-ot-way 
making aboveground terminal appearances only where necessary to terminate the conductors for 
carrying out the service reinforcement. The reinforcing facility must be placed carefully so as 
not to dwnage the original lead. Another method of supplementing is to use the opposite side of' 
the roadway from the original lead, setting new terminal housings wherever necessary. This 
method minimizes the need for numerous roadway crossings and provides improved accessibility to 
t,he subscriber locations. 

8.8 When designing cable routes t.o relieve existing cables, the relief should be provided by 
extending the new count of pairs in the supplemental cable to a selected cable junction 

rather than providing a series of new terminals along the route and making a "throw." This 
method sometimes requires longer runs of new cable, but the additional cost may be offset by the 
sa·.ring in terminal housings and the ease in making the conversion. 

8.81 No stmple rule can be given as to when a cable should be reinforced or 'replaced by a 
larger facility. The cost of removal is likely to exceed the salvage value of existing 

aerial plant. If the existing cable has many terminals in the section to be paralleled or 
replaced, the cost of new terminals on a new cable and the subsequent transfer of drop vires to 
the new terminals ~ill be a significant expense that might be avoided or reduced by placing a 
parallel cable. It is usually cheaper to install new terminals on a new cable than to transfer 
old terminals to a new cable. Old type terminals of' limited (101 u,· 16, or 26 pairs) size on 
paper-insulated, lead-sheathed cable may be replaced by ready-access type having lead sheath and 
plastic-insulated conductor sealed stubs. Cross connecting terminals (crossboxes) can sometimes 
be used advantageously. 

8.9 Proper cable record revisions are required when making changes in cable plailt. Changes in 
the records lii8Y be required by such plant changes as: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

transfer of terminals from one cable to another parallel relief cable 

~ransfer to subscriber services from existing terminals to new terminals on the same or 
c:iifferent cable 

transferring a distr:tution or branch cable from one feeder to a different one--this is 
called a "cable throw." 

changing the pair count of a branch or distribution cable from one count.in the associated 
feeder cable to another count in the same cable 
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(e) transfer ot subscriber servlces traa an existing open wire or rmw line to a. cable which is 

intended as a replacement 

(1) N&rout~ins or reassi.plment ot subscriber ~ervice~ for upgrading 

8 • 91 A tJPical tom vhicb can be .a.e locally 1s. illustrated in REA 'l'E & CM 128, "Cutsbeet." 

!his fOl'lll baa column beadings suitable for uae for the subscriber transfer records or 

•cut" listed abcwe. 

8.92 \lhen making maJor changes in cable plant, it is recamaended that a cable and central 

· ottice facility record system be prepared and utilized such as .described in TE & CM 11.6, 

"Plant ED&ineerins and Records System." . 

9· IWJS'l'RATIVE IAlOOT EXAMPI.BS 

9.01 Figure 1 indicates a pattern ot spare pair distribution. 'l'be arrangement should be 

such as to obtain maximum use of the facilities. A suitable complement of spare pairs 

should be allocated to the various distribution areas. Attention should be given to the dis

tribution of extra pairs that are obtained alOJl8 a lead as a result of standard cable siz.ing. 

9·02 Figure 2 shovs a tJPical configuration of PIC cable in the sheath and the related pair 

counts into terminals along the lead. 

9-03 Figure 3 illustrates a nonloaded distribution cable arrangement resulting in suitable 

sizing of the feeder cables. As many feeder pa_irs sh(IUld be spliced through to the MDF 

as possible as long as to do so causes no increase in feeder cable size. 

9.o4 Figure 4 illustrates a 25-pairuonloaded combination feeder distribution cable serving 

two 6-pair and one 12-pair distribution cables. '!'his is an exception to the situation 

where the feeder capacity is less than the distribution cables. · 

9·05 Figure 5 illustrates the use of a 75-pair feeder distribution nonloaded cable feeding 

one 25-pair distribution cable and one 50-pair distribution cable with a complement Of 

the distribution pairs bridged. 

9.o6 Figure 6 is an illustration of a 75-pair feeder cable serving an 18-pair distribution 

cable and a 50-pair feeder distribution cable which in turn serves an 18-pair and a 

25-pair distribution cable. Spare pairs are established for each section. 

9·01 Figure 7 shovs a loaded cable pattern. It is intended that the home counts avoid sub

scriber assignment between load coils and segregate the nonloaded circuits. Spare 

pairs are kept clear of loading where carrier may be added in tbe future. 

9.o8 If additional circuits are necessary to provide service to a new residential develop

ment, a plan of alternate routing such· as shown by Figures 8 and 9 may be advantageous. 

Methods such as this can save considerable cable compared to placing supplemental cable along 

the same route of the existing feeder cable. 

9-09 Cost data is essential to assist in determining the opttmum cable selection for a. 

particular application. In dealing with cables up to 200 pair1 comparisons show that 

the incremental cost of obtaining extra cable pairs d1m1niahea considerably as the cable sizes 

grow larger. '!'he next larger size of the same type can provide extra pairs at a lower price. 

per pair than the per pair cost of the smaller of the two cable facilities. '!'he reduced 

circuit mile costa of the next larger size cables indicate the t.portance of a sound sub

scriber forecast. It is evident that the cost to reinforce a 6-pair facility with another 

6-pair facility. in a short time period is much more e~ive than to provide a 12-pair ini

tially. This 1a true of other small sizes as well. u'npredicted growth demanding relief 

within a short period creates penalties in plant costs. 

9.10 It should not be construed that extra pairs should be placed in plant indiscriminately 

or unnecessarily as a substitute for proper design or without regard tor the area 

coverage design information. It is not desirable in any layout to include excess ·plant on 

llll;'ny leads as a contingency for "possible" growth. 
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PLAN 1 PLAN 2 

In Plan 11 a 100-pair feeder cable is required .to serve fdur 25-pair dis
tribution cables that are planned for a projected housing developnent. In 
view of the uncertainty at sufficient finaacing for the housing construc
tion, Plan 2 is also prepared. In this case, the 25-pair cables within 
the development are reduced to 12-pair and are served initially by a 50-
pair feeder. If the forecasted growth is sustained, a second feeder can 
be installed using an alternate routing. The ·12-pair distribution cables 
are cut at midpoint and served by the second feeder. This gives essen
tially the same number of circuits in the development. 

Plan 1 

BJ 100-24 2 mi. 8 $31850 = $ 71 700 
BJ 25-24 4 mi. @ $1,78o = i____LlgQ 

~ 

Plan 2 

BJ 50-24 2 mi. 8 $21 420 • ~ ~:84o 
BJ 12-24 4 mi. 8 $1,265 = o6o 

. 9,900 

Optional: 
BJ 50-24 2 JD:l· 8 ,$2,420 = l t·84J 

.1 ,7 
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